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Geant4 Detector Simulations: From the ATLAS Perspective 2

SIM-2019-001

Facts 
1. Full detector simulations (FullSim: full Geant4 tracking) are 

accurate but the largest CPU consumer 
2. FullSim usage is unavoidable (CP calibrations, FastSim 

training, etc.) 
3. EM calorimeters dominate the simulation load:  

a. low-energy photons from electron scattering 
b. highly-segmented geometry 

4. ~90% of photon simulation steps are transportation 
processes 
i.e. moving through detector geometry without interaction

Transportation 
Photoelectric 
Compton

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-001/
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Range Cuts in Geant4 
• Particle production energy threshold: 

If a secondary particle is going to have energy below the threshold, the 
particle is not generated and the energy is deposited along the path of 
the primary. 

• Aggressive range cuts can reduce the number of photons, thus reduce 
the transportation steps and increase computational performance. 

• Side-effect: can degrade the accuracy of the simulation.

e-

r the energy threshold is 
translated to a flight radius 
r for each material

ML-based correction 
to correct aggressively range cut’ed Geant4 simulation 

Classification NN to learn multi-dimensional correction weights 
by considering all cell energy deposits



Re-Weighting With Machine Learning 4

Re-weight the alternative simulation to nominal 
learn multi-dimensional weights by considering all cell energy deposits

Map between two models (pdfs) with density ratio (based on Neyman–Pearson lemma):

r( x ) =
pnominal( x |θp)

qalternative( x |θq)
θ be the range cut, x the energy deposits

r( ⃗x ) =
𝒫(y = 1 | ⃗x )

1 − 𝒫(y = 1 | ⃗x )

3D Convolutional 
Neural Network 
The calorimeter cell energy 
deposits are projected into a 
30x30x30 imageCode repo: 

torch-reweighter
Input: Calo image 
(30x30x30) Image source: arXiv:1804.08831

https://github.com/ekourlit/torch-reweighter
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08831
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Evaluate the trained discriminator NN → extract weights from classification score

able to correct global feature: 
event energy deposit  
while training only voxel-level 
features: cell energy deposits

Case study: electron showers on the International Large Detector calorimeter

Correction Effect & Speedup

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01116


Correction Effect & Speedup 6

Evaluate the trained discriminator NN → extract weights from classification score

able to correct global feature: 
event energy deposit  
while training only voxel-level 
features: cell energy deposits

Nominal

Alternative

Case study: electron showers on the International Large Detector calorimeter

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01116
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solution to accelerate Geant4 simulation by applying 
aggressive range cuts and a post-hoc ML-based correction 
showcased promising result correcting event energy deposit 

Benefit: Heterogeneous computing utilisation with correction 
utilising hardware acceleration 

Targeting Geant4 simulation speedup ~15%
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